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~Battle of Twizville~ 
Twizville- A nice, peaceful  city. Twizville also has lots of beautiful mountains and cliffs. (Field) 

Twiz– Blue Dragon, Spark’s enemy. (Robot) 

Spark– Red Dragon, Twiz’s enemy. (Robot) 

Cliff- (Low Goal) 

Nest- (High Goal) 

Low-Tree-Branch- (Low-Hang) 

High-Tree-Branch- (High-Hang) 

With all the people of Twizville Town anxiously watching and waiting to see what happens, Twiz and Spark are going to compete to 

see who can gather the most Tiny-Twizlers in one minute.  Everyone is now wondering, who will win the epic battle?   

The rules are simple in this battle. The dragons will start in one of the 6 starting caves. They will start in different caves on  

opposite sides of the Twizville-Mounatins The dragons will have one minutes, or sixty seconds to see which dragon can scoop up 

the most Tiny-Twizzlers.  The dragons must try to get the Tiny-Twizzlers into the main Dragon-Nest, but if they are unable to, 

they will put them on the Cliff right below the Dragon-Nest.  Each Tiny Twizler they get into the Dragon-Nest rewards them with 

6 health points.  Each Tiny Twizler they get on the cliff rewards them with 2 health points.  If they scout out the 5 Tiny Twizlers 

hidden on each side of the Twizville Town, they are rewarded with  additional health points. If they hang on the edge of one of the 

two Low-Tree-Branches by their tail,  they will gain an additional 6 points! If they hang on a High-Tree-Branch by their tail, they 

will gain 10 additional points! The dragons are able to score up to  152 points. 

Meanwhile, in the peaceful town of Twizville, everyone was living their happy, normal lives. People shopping for the perfect 

birthday gifts,  eating waffles, and happily hanging out with their friends- until one day…”BOOM!”. Two SUPER-HUGE, red and 

blue fire breathing dragons appeared in the mountains on the other side of Twizville, disturbing the peaceful town. The blue 

dragon,  often known as Twiz and the red dragon often known as Spark were having a Battle! This soon became known as 

the Battle of Twizville. 

In the end, when the Dragons have finished the battle, Twiz the blue dragon gets more Tiny-Twizlers than Spark the red drag-

on and he feels bad about it, so Twiz gives some Tiny-Twizler points to Spark and they finally see they work better as a team 

than going against each other as enemies. This was an amazing enemy to friend battle that went down in history and      

eventually became known as the Battle-Of-Twizville. This very important “battle” has made a very great impact on many 

young people across the globe. 

Once upon a time, all of the Tiny-Twizler people were living peacefully on their mountains, away from humans and harm, listening 

to their favorite songs on the radio, dancing at parties or devouring 4 foot tall pancake towers with loads of syrup, sprinkles, and 

whipped cream everywhere! Then suddenly, they all froze and turned to see two MASSIVE dragons! One dragon was on the North 

side of the Tiny-Twizler’s mountains with cold, icy blue eyes and ENORMOUS blue wings!  The other dragon was on the South side 

of the mountains, with red eyes blazing with fire and HUGE luscious wings about half the size of a mountain! All of the Tiny-

Twizlers in the mountains instantly got worried about what would happen when soon, they realized the two, angry dragons were in 

a battle…. a battle to claim the Tiny-Twizlers and their town!! 

-Addison, Delaney, and Gabby
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